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Program: Water Utility Science 

Facilitator: Jeffry Dennis 

Note Taker: Amy Styffe  

In Attendance: 

Mike Sullivan, Grant Thorton, Ian Morgan, Dan West, Tiffany Mitcham, Marie Bowers, Lisa 
Srader, Dave Crowe, Colt Martin, Lisa Haney, Lauren Hatch, Tom Eastman, Irwin Jankovic, Byron 
Rozul, Heather Collins, Todd Novacek, Jeffry Dennis, Amanda Campbell, Vanessa Montero, Amy 
Styffe 
 
What training is needed in the industry that the school needs to address? 

• Develop a water compliance pathway – Lisa Haney, IRWD 
• Proactive leak detection – Dan West, MNWD 
• Soft skills and leadership development tailored to water industry – Irwin Jankovic, 

MWDSC 
• Internships for high school students – Lisa Srader, IRWD 
• Know how to manipulate Excel and Word documents. – Todd Novacek, MNWD 
• Data analytics and statistics, making sense of your data, tell a story with data. – Heather 

Collins, MWDSC  
 
Suggestions 

• For Operations and Maintenance, there needs to be hands on work with the tools. It’s 
not all theoretical. Students need to become familiar with the tools they will be using. 

• Encourage students to get a commercial driver’s license, a plus when interviewing. 
• Industry events, even virtual, where HR reps and Operators are available for students to 

talk to, and ask “How did you do it?” Seasoned professionals sharing their stories. (Vital 
Link does that, as do we.) 

• Move towards Environmental Compliance certificate. 
• There are lots of niche positions in the industry that are difficult to fill. Perhaps a 

roadmap for students looking for those types of positions 
(Warehouse/Safety/Maintenance.) 

• Build a bridge to high schools, creating internships for HS students. (If they can get a job 
at the grocery store for the summer, why not at a water district?) 

• IRWD has a job shadow program for high school students, 4-8 hours, assigned to one 
person for a day. 

• We are moving towards Integrated Water Management especially in So Cal.  


